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Congratulations on your new boat lift kit from Boat Lift Distributors.  You 

have chosen the highest quality product with superior technology at the industries 

best price.  Below are the installation instructions for your guidance, please review 

& contact us with any & all questions.  We understand that not all boathouses are 

built the same, your sale representative & you probably had to adjust the “basic” 

boat lift kit to “fit” your installation configuration.  With this manual you will find 

the basic installation instructions along with a drawing from your sales 

representative illustrating the boat lift kit you purchased (if it goes outside the 

“norm” of a standard boat house kit) 

 

800-657-9998  www.liftboat.com 



 



Special Notes On Installation 

 

1. Grease all pulleys, pipe support(s) & the (3) grease inserts on the gear plate before 

operation. 

2. While mounting the pipe supports it’s important that everything is square to the whole 

in the gear plate.  For example if your boathouse is not square then the pipe will go 

“crooked” into the gear plate.  Take a measurement from the left side of the gear & 

then on the right extending in a straight line to the end joist that houses the back pipe 

support.  If the left measurement is 12’6” & the right is 13’, then you’re out of 

alignment by 6”.  Add a block or washers to bring everything into square. 

3. The cable runs straight through the pipe as (1) whole piece do not cut.  Make sure the 

hole in the pipe for the cable is in a perfect line from pulley to pulley.  This will ensure 

(1) cable will wrap to the left of the hole & the other cable will wrap to the right.  This 

will give you opposing forces on the pipe thus creating a non load-bearing pipe. 

4. If you’re using a sling kit, make sure you mount your pulleys 1’ – 2’ wider than the boat 

each side.  This will ensure the slings are pulling out & away from the hull of the boat 

not causing any damage.  If you have a deep “V” boat then you will need to mount 

wider.  Also mount the pulley brackets anywhere from a 30 – 45 degree angle toward 

the boat. 

5. After installation is complete turn the motor on & spool up the excess cable on the pipe.  

Make sure to keep tension on the cable so it wraps tight & even.  Have 4 people hold the 

cable tight when lifting up for the 1st time so it spools up properly & doesn’t “back-

lash”.  If you have a continuos problem of the cable “back-lashing” even after the boat 

has been on it, you’ll need to add cable weights, simply call your sales representative for 

details.  

6. Double & triple check everything is accurate before attempting to raise the craft.  If you 

have questions please call your sales representative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 

OVERHEAD BOAT LIFT 

OPERTATION 

& 

MAINTENANCE  

INSTRUCTIONS 

 

 

 Before each use, visually inspect lift for any trouble areas: 

1. Inspect cables for frayed strands. 

2. Inspect slings/cradle for major wears. 

3. Inspect cable clamps to ensure they are secure. 

4. Inspect pipe to ensure it’s straight & level. 

5. Inspect motor & gear unit for any obvious trouble spots. 

6. Inspect electric cable for any exposed wires. 

 

 To operate the lift, follow these simple procedures: 

1. MAKE SURE NO ONE IS IN THE BOAT DURING OPERATION! 

2. Make sure everyone is clear & not touching lift cables, slings/cradle, 

& electric wire. 

3. Move the toggle switch into the appropriate position to either raise or 

lower the boat. 

4. NEVER REMOVE YOUR HAND FROM TOGGLE SWITCH, ALWAYS 

REMAIN ATTENTIVE WHEN OPERATING THE LIFT! 

5. Never lower slings/cradle to the mud, this will cause the cable to 

“backlash.” 

6. Never raise the sling/cradle up to the pulley in the roof, this will put 

too much stress on the cable. 

7. Find the desired position of the boat either up or down & simply 

return the toggle switch to the center neutral position. 

8. Never leave your slings in the water for longer than 24 hours. 

 

 Once a month or as needed, grease the gear plate in the 3 grease 

fittings.  Use a standard marine lubricant & grease gun.  CAUTION, NOT 

GREASING THE UNIT WILL CAUSE THE UNIT TO FAIL. 

 Replace cables once a year, or as needed 

 If cables show wear within a couple of weeks, review installation for any 

trouble spots.  If pulleys are not aligned or pipe is “bowed” re-adjust for 

optimal use. 

 Clean motor from debris once a month. 

 Always unplug the lift after operation. 

 Monitor slings for wear & tear.  Red threads will appear in wear spots 

warning you of deterioration. 
 Periodically check the belt driving the gear plate.  Make sure the belt has 

at least ½” of play.  If belt is too tight the lift will not operate, if it’s too 

loose the pulley will just spin not operating the lift. 
 Check hardware for any rust.  If you see rust form simply scrub the spot 

& spray cold galvanize in the area.  If rust is too severe, replace 

immediately. 
 



CAUTION, NOT FOLLOWING THESE STEPS CAN CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH.  

PLEASE CONSULT YOUR LOCAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE OR MANUFACTURER WITH ANY 

AND ALL QUESTIONS 


